
INFORMATION ABOUT COOKIES

Cookies are small text files that are stored on the computer or mobile device of a user who

visits their pages. With the help of cookies, the website remembers your actions and personal

settings (e.g. user name, language, font size and other unique settings related to the display of

the website) for a certain period of time, so you do not have to re-enter them each time you or

navigate from one page to another.

1. Internal cookies are those used by the website you visit. Information collected by

internal cookies can only be processed and exploited by that website.

2. A website may also use external services, which also use their own cookies. These are

what we call third-party cookies.

3. Persistent cookies are those that, unlike session cookies, are permanently saved on

your computer, so they are not automatically deleted when you close your browser.

Cookies are also used to collect anonymized statistical data, with which we can get an idea of

the browsing habits and user experiences of our website visitors.

We mostly use internal cookies on the Inter-CAD Kft.'s websites (www.axisvm.hu /

www.axisvm.eu). However, some content may only be displayed if you agree to the use of

third-party cookies.

We use three different types of internal cookies on our websites for the following purposes:

• storage of visitor settings,

• making our pages operational,

• collection of analytical data (on user habits).

Visitor settings

These cookies store whether you have consented to the use of cookies on the website or not.

Operation Cookies

There are cookies that are essential for the operation of certain websites. Therefore, no user

consent is required for these purposes (user identification cookies, technical cookies).

Authentication Cookies
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These cookies are used when you log in to the website using a user identification system. By

logging in at www.axisvm.hu / www.axisvm.eu you accept our privacy policy.

Analytical Cookies

These cookies are for internal use only. They help us discover how we can improve our

services. We assess the usage habits of our visitors. The data collected is anonymized and

cannot be linked to personal data.

Furthermore, we do not share this information with third parties and do not use it for any

other purpose. We may share anonymized statistics with external contractors. However, you

have the option to refuse the use of these cookies — even by selecting the appropriate option

when you visit the site.

Third-party cookies

We also include content from third-party providers such as YouTube, Facebook and Instagram

and LinkedIn on our website. In order to be able to display this third-party content, you must

agree to the terms and conditions of the service provider, including those related to the use of

cookies. Inter-CAD Kft. has no influence over these conditions. Service providers may

change their terms of service, purpose and use of cookies, etc. If you do not wish to view this

content, third-party cookies will not be stored on your device.

You can remove all cookies from your device by clearing your browsing history. This will

delete all cookies from the website you visit. However, keep in mind that by deleting your

history, you may also lose some saved information (e.g. login information, search settings).

In your internet browser, you can choose to accept or block certain cookies or block all of its

placement. You can also ask for a warning when cookies are set on your device, and you can

see what cookies the page you visit has placed on your computer. Please note that because

cookies are intended to facilitate or enable you to use the portal, preventing or deleting the use

of cookies may not be able to fully use the functionality of the website. The management of

cookies must be configured differently for each browser. To do this, you should study the

settings of your browser and the help pages:

• Google Chrome

• Firefox

• Internet Explorer

• Safari

• Edge
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Cookies used on these sites:

Name: Provider - Purpose Expiration Type

pll_language axisvm.eu This cookie is used to determine the
preferred language of the visitor and
to set the language on the website
accordingly.

1 year Functional

__cfduid .freegeoip.live The cookie is used by cdn services
such as CloudFare to identify
individual clients behind the shared
IP address.It does not store any
personally identifiable information.

1 months It is
absolutely
necessary

rc::a google.com This cookie is used to distinguish
between people and bots.

Persistant -
The cookie
lives after the
end of the
session. 

HTML

rc::b google.com This cookie is used to distinguish
between people and bots.

Session -
The cookie
lives for the
duration of
the session.

HTML

rc::c google.com This cookie is used to distinguish
between people and bots.

Session -
The cookie
lives for the
duration of
the session.

HTML

_ga axisvm.eu Register the unique identifier that
generates statistical information
about how the visitor uses the site.

2 year HTTP

_gat axisvm.eu Stores the thottle request rate used
by Google Analytics.

1 day HTTP

_gid axisvm.eu Register the unique identifier that
generates statistical information
about how the visitor uses the site.

1 day HTTP

NID google.com Registers a unique identifier that
identifies the device of the returning
user. The identifier is used for
targeted advertising.

6 months HTTP

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE youtube.com Trying to estimate the bandwidth of
users on sites with YouTube videos.

179 day HTTP
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YSC youtube.com Registering a unique ID to generate
statistics about what videos
YouTube saw.

Session -
The cookie
lives for the
duration of
the session.

HTTP

yt-remote-cast-installe
d

youtube.com Stores the settings of the user's
video player using embedded
YouTube videos

Session -
The cookie
lives for the
duration of
the session.

HTML

yt-remote-connected-d
evices

youtube.com Stores the settings of the user's
video player using embedded
YouTube videos

Persistant -
The cookie
lives after the
end of the
session. 

HTML

yt-remote-device-id youtube.com Stores the settings of the user's
video player using embedded
YouTube videos

Persistant -
The cookie
lives after the
end of the
session. 

HTML

yt-remote-fast-check-p
eriod

youtube.com Stores the settings of the user's
video player using embedded
YouTube videos

Session -
The cookie
lives for the
duration of
the session.

HTML

yt-remote-session-app youtube.com Stores the settings of the user's
video player using embedded
YouTube videos

Session -
The cookie
lives for the
duration of
the session.

HTML

yt-remote-session-nam
e

youtube.com Stores the settings of the user's
video player using embedded
YouTube videos

Session -
The cookie
lives for the
duration of
the session.

HTML

For more information about third party cookies, see https:
//www.google.com/policies/technologies/types/ and about privacy, see https:
//www.google.com/analytics /learn/privacy.html?hl=en read.
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